The prospective of optically inducing a spin polarized current for spintronic devices has generated a vast interest in the out-of-equilibrium electronic and spin structure of topological insulators (TIs). In this Letter we prove that only by measuring the spin intensity signal over several order of magnitude in spin, time and angle resolved photoemission spectroscopy (STAR-PES) experiments is it possible to comprehensively describe the optically excited electronic states in TIs materials. The experiments performed on Bi2Se3 reveal the existence of a Surface-Resonance-State in the 2nd bulk band gap interpreted on the basis of fully relativistic ab-initio spin resolved photoemission calculations. Remarkably, the spin dependent relaxation of the hot carriers is well reproduced by a spin dynamics model considering two non-interacting electronic systems, derived from the excited surface and bulk states, with different electronic temperatures.
The prospective of optically inducing a spin polarized current for spintronic devices has generated a vast interest in the out-of-equilibrium electronic and spin structure of topological insulators (TIs). In this Letter we prove that only by measuring the spin intensity signal over several order of magnitude in spin, time and angle resolved photoemission spectroscopy (STAR-PES) experiments is it possible to comprehensively describe the optically excited electronic states in TIs materials. The experiments performed on Bi2Se3 reveal the existence of a Surface-Resonance-State in the 2nd bulk band gap interpreted on the basis of fully relativistic ab-initio spin resolved photoemission calculations. Remarkably, the spin dependent relaxation of the hot carriers is well reproduced by a spin dynamics model considering two non-interacting electronic systems, derived from the excited surface and bulk states, with different electronic temperatures. The possibility of optically inducing a spin-polarized electrical current in topological insulators (TIs) [1] [2] [3] has recently bred an increasing interest in the out-of-equilibrium properties of these materials [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] . In this context, TR-ARPES experiments have provided important information on the electron-phonon coupling strength 6, 7, 9 , the electron and hole diffusion 11 and the scattering between the topologically protected surface state (TSS) and the bulk conduction band (BCB) 5, 6, 13 . In parallel static spin-resolved studies have confirmed the helical spin structure of the TSS 1, 14, 15 . However, despite the large difference in the spin properties between the bulk and the surface states, there is no direct information about the spin dynamics of these bands because of the lack of spin resolution in the TR-ARPES experiments so far reported in literature [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] .
In this letter we report on a combined experimental and theoretical spin-and time-resolved ARPES study (STAR-PES) of the archetypal TI, Bi 2 Se 3 , optically excited by infrared (IR) ultrafast (∼ 150fs) laser pulses. Our work reveals the presence of a Surface-Resonance-State (SRS) localized in the projected bulk band gap in very good agreement with fully relativistic ab-initio photoemission calculations. Furthermore, the photo-induced hot carrier exhibit very different energy dependent dynamics for both spin channels. Remarkably, the measured spin relaxation is well accounted by considering two distinct electronic populations in the surface and bulk states, thermalized with two different electronic temperatures and cooling times. The out-of-equilibrium properties of the two electronic populations are well approximated by two noninteracting electronic systems, where neither energy nor particles are exchanged in the investigated time window (∼ 8 ps).
Figure 1 (a) shows on a logarithmic scale the measured and calculated spin resolved energy distribution curves (EDCs). The experimental data have been acquired in proximity of the TSS Fermi wave-vector, at −7
• i.e. between the two dashed lines of Fig. 1 (b) along the ΓK high symmetry direction k F , using a 6.2 eV photon energy and s polarization. The full equilibrium spin resolved and the spin integrated time-resolved ARPES are shown in the supplementary material, along with the description of the experimental setup 16 . Blue and red correspond to the two opposite spin directions, dotted (continuous) line indicates the measured EDCs before (after) the arrival of the 1.55 eV pump pulse at the delays of -1 ps and +500 fs, respectively. Hereafter we use red and blue to indicate spin up and down, respectively. We associate the spin polarized peak, located slightly below the Fermi level E F , to the TSS approaching k F . Before optical excitation, both spin-EDCs decrease exponentially above E F , showing a characteristic Fermi Dirac cut-off. When the system is optically excited, the spin EDCs reveal more complex features. In particular, at ∼ 250 meV above E F the spin polarization is inverted with respect to TSS, while between 500 meV and 800 meV, a spin unpolarized region is observed. At E − E F > 1 eV the spin component (red), which had minority character in the TSS, becomes dominant, within the experimental noise. In agreement with the helical spin texture of the TSS 1, 14, 17, 18 , similar behavior, but with opposite spin, is observed at opposite k F (see supplementary material 16 ).
To reveal the origin of the photo-excited spin structure we performed ab-initio spin-resolved photoemission calculations for 6.2 eV photon energy and s-polarized light, corresponding to the present experimental conditions. These spin ARPES intensity calculations are based on the relativistic onestep model. The model, in its spin-density matrix formulation, describes properly the complete spin-polarization, i.e. all three components of the spin-polarization vector for each (k x , k y ) point 16 . The final state is modeled as a so called time-reversed spin-polarized low-energy electron diffraction (SPLEED) state 19 . The photoemission calculations accounts also for matrix-element effects and multiple scattering effects in the initial and final states. Many-body effects are included phenomenologically in the SPLEED calculations, by using a parameterized and weakly energy-dependent complex inner potential, V 0 (E) = V 0r (E) + iV 0i (E) 20 . Figure 1 (a) right panel shows the calculated spin-EDCs extracted from k-dependent photoemission calculations multiplied by a Fermi-Dirac distribution function. Dotted (continuous) blue and red lines correspond to an electronic temperature equal to T (−1ps) = 300 K (T (500f s) = 850 K) where 850 K is the optimal temperature to reproduce the measured spin integrated intensity (black line) at +500 fs delay. This procedure constitutes a benchmark for our experimental data, in order to understand whether a single electronic distribution is sufficient to reproduce our data.
Figure 1 (b) shows the spin integrated (left) and spin polarization (right) calculated photoemission intensity along the ΓK high symmetry direction. Due to the influence of the light polarization on the photoelectron spin, the ground state calculations are also required to completely interpret the photoemission spin polarization 17, 18, 21 . Figure 1 (c) presents the ground state calculations over a selected region (see Figure  1 (b) white rectangle). The dotted curves indicate the region where the EDCs of panel (a) are integrated. Beside the TSS and the BCB, an additional spin polarized surface state, dispersing in a bulk projected band gap, is observed in the experimental data and consistently reproduced by the calculated spin-resolved spectra. The surface character of this state, never reported before, differs from the TSS, and it is identified as a surface resonance of bulk states with a large bulk contribution. Noticeably, the SRS and TSS have opposite spin polarization, and the former is topologically trivial. Figure 1 (d) schematizes the photoelectron spin properties of Bi 2 Se 3 , with the spin polarized TSS and SRS dispersing in two different projected band gaps of the BCB.
The photoemission spin structure reported in Fig. 1 (b) shows that for s-polarized light the TSS and SRS photoelectron spin is opposite to the ground state polarization of Fig. 1 (c) . This is a consequence of the strong spin-orbit coupling combined with the orbital-dependent photo-excitation probabilities 21 . We notice that the electron spin polarization in the ground state of the TSS and the SRS is opposite. Furthermore, even though the BCB ground state is spin unpolarized, the BCB reveals a photoelectron spin polarization, increasing from zero at E F to appreciable polarization at E − E F ∼ 0.9 eV. This is a consequence of the partial hybridization between the BCB and the TSS states.
The measured spin inversion at E − E F ∼ 250 meV, as observed in Fig.1 (a) , is assigned to the SRS, having a spin polarization opposite to the TSS. The polarization detected at high energy (E − E F > 1 eV) results from the photoemission from the top-side of the BCB, whose weak spin polarization is visible in Fig. 1 (b) . Finally, the spin unpolarized weak signal between 500 meV and 800 meV corresponds to the energy region of the projected band gap.
At first glance, the comparison between the experimental and calculated spin EDCs in Fig. 1 (a ) might suggest the possibility of describing the optically excited EDCs by a single thermalized electronic distribution populating the excited spin states. Hereafter, we prove that this picture is not fully satisfactory. By taking advantage of the large signal/noise ratio of our time of flight detector 16 , our data show that the measured intensities at energy further above E F are larger than the calculated ones (two order of magnitude larger), for the same electronic temperature which fits the intensity close to E F . This hot electronic tail calls for a different description. To address this issue the characteristic relaxation times for both spin states above the Fermi level are compared. Figure 2 (a) shows the spin resolved intensity difference EDCs (∆I) measured at 500 fs delay after excitation. The temporal evolution of ∆I is presented in Fig. 2(b) for three energy regions (black arrows in Figure 2 (a) ). By fitting a singleexponential decay function to the data, we extract the spin dependent relaxation times. Slightly above E F (55 meV), the intensity of the two opposite spins have comparable characteristic relaxation times, τ red = 4.6 ps and τ blue = 4.0 ps. The same behavior is observed for photo-electron kinetic energies up to 255 meV (second region), where the two spin populations have the same intensity and τ red = τ blue = 1.8 ps. On the contrary, at 370 meV (third region) a faster relaxation for the majority spin component (spin up, in red) is clearly observed, τ red = 0.9 ps and τ blue = 2.4 ps. Figure 2 (c) displays the spin dependent decay time over the full energy range. In the proximity of E F the decay times are comparable 16 . In the energy region 300-500 meV above E F the minority spin components persists for longer times. This peculiar behavior at high energy suggests that the out-ofequilibrium electronic properties cannot be simply described in terms of a single thermalized electronic population. In fact, in this simple picture we would expect the same τ for both spin components along with a monotonic decrease of τ as a function of the binding energy (see supplementary material 16 and reference 7 ). Hence, a single thermalized electronic population cannot account for the fine structure of τ that is observed for E − E F > 0.35 eV: the different spin relaxation times and the local maximum in the blue spin channel. In order to reproduce these features we propose to describe the out-of-equilibrium state by a superposition of two distinct thermalized electronic populations.
The photoemission signal at 500 fs, shown in Figure 3 (a), already suggests the existence of two distinct electronic populations. Up to 0.4 eV, the surface contribution associated to the TSS and the SRS dominates, with an effective electronic temperature T S (500f s) ∼ 850 K. However, at higher binding energies the photoemission intensity does not drop according to a 850 K Fermi-Dirac distribution. This is clearly evidenced by the mismatch between the experimental data and the calculated spin EDCs represented by the black dashed lines in Fig. 3 (a) . The measured spin EDCs display a tail at E − E F >0.6 eV characterized by a small spin un-polarized density of states (DOS) (two orders of magnitude smaller than the surface DOS). This second electronic population has an effective temperature of T B (500f s) = 2300 K. The energy position of this electronic tail suggests that the second electronic subsystem is a hot electron gas excited in the high energy side of the BCB.
The spin-and time-resolved photoemission data further support the presence of two non-interacting electronic systems. We write the photoemission spectrum as the sum of two independent contributions associated to the surface (S) and bulk (B) :
where A fitting procedure is used to extract the energy and spin resolved relaxation times. Figure 3 (b) and (c) show the
2 with i = S, B functions. The two are optimized starting from the ab initio relativistic calculations, in order to better reproduce the experimental spin EDCs after optical excitation (see supplementary material 16 ). Figure 3 (d) shows that, in the energy region close to E F , both the equilibrium and the time resolved spin ARPES signals are dominated by the surface states contribution, the bulk DOS being two orders of magnitude smaller, while for E − E F > 600 meV the signal is dominated by the bulk states, with larger electronic temperature (see supplementary materials 16 ). Interestingly, for E ∼ E F and E − E F > 600 meV, the two spin channels show the same relaxation dynamics, regardless of the different spin polarization of the surface and bulk states.
For 300 meV > E − E F > 600 meV, on the other hand, highlighted by the orange area in Fig. 3 (d) , both subsystems contribute to the total photoemission intensity. The surface state contribution to the blue (red) spin component is smaller (larger) than the bulk one. This results in different spin dynamics. In particular, the local maximum in the characteristic relaxation time of the blue spin component results from the larger relaxation times of the bulk states. Fig. 3 (d) shows the decay times obtained by the numerical fitting of Eq. (1) where µ S (0) = 0.02 eV, τ T S = 3.5 ps, τ µS = 1.7 ps and τ T B = 6 ps were used. Remarkably, the values obtained for the TSS are comparable to those reported in previous TR-ARPES studies 4, 6, 7 , whereas the relaxation time of the bulk states is about twice that of the surface states. Figure 3 (e) clearly shows that the surface (dashed line) and bulk states (dashed-dotted line) behave as independent electronic populations, which thermalize after optical excitation to two different electronic temperatures. Subsequently, these relax back to equilibrium with different characteristic times, τ T S and τ T B .
In summary, we have investigated the out-of-equilibrium spin and electronic properties of Bi 2 Se 3 . The spin resolution combined with the very high signal/noise level of the time-offlight spectrometer enables us to reveal novel aspects of the spin and electron dynamics in TIs. We fully map the band structure in the un-occupied density of states and we identify a spin polarized surface resonant state with topological trivial character. Furthermore, the measured weak signal at high energy above the Fermi level cannot be interpreted in terms of a single thermalized electronic population, while it suggests the existence of a second thermalized electronic population. On the basis of ab initio photoemission calculations, we attribute the two populations to surface and bulk states respectively, being the latter characterized by a larger effective electronic temperature (T B = 2300 K, T S = 850 K).
Accessing the relaxation dynamics in the time domain, we observe that the two electronic populations have also different characteristic relaxation dynamics. We stress the fact that the different electronic temperature and the different relaxation times indicate that electrons in the surface and bulk states are weakly coupled, and in the investigated temporal window (∼8 ps) they are well described in term of independent populations. Further investigations are required to elucidate the origin of this weak coupling.
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